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Pairs of brain regions whose coherence is 
higher than chance level are typically regions 
whose power coordinate, despite the magnitude 
of power and coherence.

Introduction

- Simultaneous recordings of multiple cortical areas reveals that WM is widely distributed (Christophel 
et. al., 2017; Dotson et. al., 2018);

- Coherence among the activity of distinct cortical regions might be a marker of communication among 
areas (CTC hypothesis, Fries, 2015; Christophel et. al., 2017). In particular, fronto-parietal coherence 
has been shown to keep WM content (Salazar, et. al., 2012).

- The exact mechanisms in which behind widely distributed WM are still unknown. To tackle this 
problem, in the present study, we use LFP recordings (spanning several cortical regions) from two 
non-human primates subjects performing a visual WM task.
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Some exceedingly weak power nodes can develop 
significant coherence in single trials or times (e.g. 
V1). Such "ghost peaks" without sufficient 
oscillatory power cannot mediate 
communication-through-coherence Do they still 
relate to system's dynamics?
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Crackling is also spatially organized!
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Non-negative matrix factorization will take a matrix 
with m rows and n columns, and decompose it 
into two matrix of size kxn and mxk, respectively. 
In this case, the matrix has the bursting probability 
values, with the rows representing areas and 
columns times. Using k=4, the first matrix (4xn), 
will have the typical curves of firing probability, 
and the second matrix (mx4), the loadings, which 
is a weight representing how much it area is 
involved in the typical curves found. For instance, 
in cluster #3 in the left, we see that visual areas 
contributes significantly to the typical curve 
showing a strong burst prob. at cue onset.

There is significant MI 
between dynamic power 
and coherence and the 
identity of sample held 
in WM. The level of 
stimulus selectivity 
correlates more with the 
entanglement of nodes 
and links than with their 
absolute strength

OPEN QUESTION: crackles cannot mediate CTC... so, how does it work? 
(ask us for some hypoyheses)


